A short walk
around

Gilsland

About the trail
This easy short walk around the village of
Gilsland is 1 mile in length and is suitable for
young children accompanied by an adult. There
are five STOPPING POINTS
with things to see
along the way. Open up the leaflet for the map
and walk directions.

The story of Gilsland
Gilsland was a small farming settlement on the
west side of the Poltross Burn for many
centuries, but it grew quickly when the
Newcastle to Carlisle Railway opened in 1838.
In those Victorian days, Gilsland became a
destination resort with thousands of visitors
from Carlisle and Newcastle arriving to sample
the health-giving, sulphur-rich waters of
Gilsland Spa. Many large houses were built as
guesthouses to accommodate this new breed
of traveller, The Tourist, in search of healthy
air and spa waters. Many came to enjoy the
surrounding countryside and much of the land
to the north has since been designated as a
National Park.
Today, many people still visit Gilsland, most
come to see Hadrian’s Wall. They come from
all over the world to see this important
historic monument, designated a World
Heritage Site in 1987.
The railway, Spa and Hadrian’s Wall have each
influenced the development of this village. See
how many names of buildings you can collect
that are linked to each of them!

A short walk around
Gilsland
In 2004, Gilsland Primary Schoolchildren and
teachers worked with a local historian and one
of the Education Advisors for Hadrian’s Wall
Tourism Partnership on a geography project to
look closely at the village of Gilsland. This leaflet
came out of that project. It was co-funded by
Northumberland National Park and Hadrian’s
Wall Tourism Partnership.
We hope you have enjoyed this walk around
Gilsland. There are many other lovely walks in
the area - for more information ask at Gilsland
Post Office.
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STOPPING POINT information

4 Village Hall

1 Gilsland School
The school was built very close to Hadrian’s
Wall. The Wall was built by Roman legionaries
in AD122 (nearly 2,000 years ago). They built
the Wall which was 73 miles long between
Wallsend and Bowness on Solway in a matter
of 4-10 years. They used a range of chisels,
blocks and stone splitting gear and cutting
tools and wooden frames with pulley systems
and wooden scaffolding using stone that was
quarried as locally as possible to keep
transport costs down.
The house opposite the School (Roman Wall
Villa) is built on top of Hadrian’s Wall. Today,
we have strict planning regulations about
building on or near an ancient monument. When
this house was built, there was less public
interest in Roman remains. Roman stones made
useful foundations and walls! As you go around
this trail see if you can spot any re-used
stones from Hadrian’s Wall.

2 Poltross Burn Milecastle
These are the remains of a typical Roman
Milecastle. Built into the back of Hadrian’s
Wall, at every Roman mile, milecastles were
the place where people could cross under
strict control from one side to the other. The
Romans may have charged travellers some kind
of tax or toll. This one at Poltross Burn is said
to be the best preserved of all the

milecastles. Try and find the oven where
soldiers would have cooked their food and the
steps which may have taken them to a lookout
point on the top of the Wall.

3 Railway Station
When transport tastes changed and tourists
started arriving by car and coach, rather than
using the train, Gilsland Station was sold off
to a private buyer (in 1967). It is now a private
house with very unusual tall chimneys. This
style of architecture is typical of the North
Eastern Railway, the company that built the
railway and all its properties during the 1830s.
You can imagine how busy this little village
station must have been during the heyday of
the Spa during the Victorian period.

Gilsland Village Hall was originally built as a
reading room. Note the red brick used for this
building. It has also been used to build Stanley
Crescent (the terraced houses behind the
hall), which was used as a boarding house
during the Second World War. Looking over
the road and beyond the bus shelter, we can
see Gilsland Spa Hotel. It was originally built
in 1740, but was later destroyed by fire in
1859. During the Victorian period it was
rebuilt as a fashionable spa resort. Today,
many people still visit the Spa and enjoy the
beautiful woodland walks in the Irthing Gorge.
Some are even brave enough to sample the Spa
water!

5 Mumps Hall
It is said that the first house in Hall Terrace
(furthest to the left) was once a hostelry
where travellers stayed overnight. A wicked
landlady called Margaret Teasdale is reputed
to have owned the house during the 17th
century. The well-known writer, Sir Walter
Scott immortalised this lady in his novel ‘Guy
Mannering’. He used Margaret Teasdale to
create the character ‘Tib Mumps’. Margaret
Teasdale was associated with the ‘Border
Reivers’ (local robbers and looters). This
hostelry in Gilsland was the
last place for refreshment
before travelling towards the
dangerous Bewcastle Waste,
which was very unsafe to
cross due to the risk of being
robbed.
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The trail starts at the gates of Gilsland
School. This is

STOPPING POINT

follow the lane uphill to the road. Turn left to

1.

stop outside the village hall. This is

POINT

From STOPPING POINT 2 at the Milecastle follow
the Hadrian’s Wall Trail down the steps, over
From STOPPING POINT 1, walk towards Gilsland

the bridge across Poltross Burn, then up the

car park from the school gate and turn left

steps on the other side.

through the kissing gate to follow the path
between the school and the car park.
This path is part of the Hadrian’s Wall National

By crossing the burn you have crossed the
county boundary from Cumbria

44.

From STOPPING POINT 4, follow the road
downhill, past the Post Office and village store
to the Bridge Inn.
You have now crossed back into Cumbria!
At the road junction, turn left and walk along

into Northumberland.

the pavement to the next turning for the pub

Trail, which opened in 2003. It runs all the way
from Wallsend to Bowness-On-Solway.

STOPPING

car park. Look across the main road to a row
After a while, the path will take us up to a

of terraced houses, this is Hall Terrace and

subway leading under the railway. At this

you’re at

The path goes across a small stream and bears

point, follow the path straight ahead rather

left towards another kissing gate that leads

than going through the subway. This brings us

onto the railway embankment. The path

out at the Station Hotel. This is

continues up to cross the railway. Take care

POINT

STOPPING POINT

5 .

STOPPING

3 .

while crossing the tracks!
This is the Newcastle to Carlisle Line, Britain’s
first cross-country railway. It was officially

From STOPPING POINT 5, continue on the

opened in June 1838.

footpath along the road, with the Methodist
Church on the right. Further uphill to the left
after a modern bungalow, is the former

On the other side of the railway track, turn
left to follow the path to the remains of the

From STOPPING POINT 3, go back to the subway.

vicarage, now called ‘Romanway’. Hadrian’s Wall

Poltross Burn Milecastle, part of the Hadrian’s

This time, turn right through the subway,

can be seen running straight through the

following the path under the railway and down

garden of this house. We now arrive back at

to the village playground. Keep bearing right to

Gilsland School, where our village trail ends.

Wall World Heritage Site. This is

POINT

2.

STOPPING

